
 
 

SAPA! Foster Marketing 
 
In this guide, we’ll show you how you can be your foster pet’s best advocate, marketing 
them to a wider range of potential adopters so they can find a great match as quickly as 
possible–and you can open your home to another pet in need of your care! 
 
Our approach is known as “lifesaving marketing.” Compared to traditional marketing, 
lifesaving marketing is more inclusive, more dynamic and easier on shelter staff! Take a 
look at some of the differences between the two: 
 

 
 
Don’t use “STOP language.”  
“Stop language” is essentially a disclaimer (e.g, “not potty trained”, “chews furniture”, etc.). 
This type of information is for adoption counseling, not marketing. 
  
Be accessible. 
The more accessible you are, the more likely a potential adopter is to remain engaged. 
 
 



 
 

Be creative. 
Don’t be afraid to try new things! You may strike gold. The more sites, digital and physical, 
that display your foster’s face, the closer you are to the right match.  

 

Photographs 
A good photo is... Bright. Clear. Happy.  
 
Photographs can be the key to your foster dog’s adoption. Getting photos that are well-
lit, in focus and that give the viewer a window into a pet’s personality can be tricky, but 
we have some ideas that can make this much easier for you. 
 

Take Photos With People and/or Other Animals 

 
Photographs taken with people and/or other animals are great because they not only 
feature the pet, they give information as well. A photo of two dogs together looking happy 
tells potential adopters, “This dog is good with (at least some) other dogs.” A photo of a 
cat and a small child implies that the cat is safe with children. Keep this in mind when 
creating marketing material for your foster pet. 
 

Marketing vs. Adoption Counseling 
 
DON’T focus on restrictions. Restrictions are articulated either as a directive statement, 
as in “no kids” or as a passive statement such as, “would do best in a home with no kids.” 
Even if you are firm about the restriction and will not adopt the dog to a home with kids 
or cats, you can save that conversation for the in-person adoption counseling process. 
This is when you will explain the dog’s full history and why you are going to use the 
restriction. Your adopters will appreciate your transparency and information and trust in 
your adoption process. 


